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For Kay who made coming
home the best journey of all

Foreword
The escapades that follow are true. Rather than present the
usual or conventional oft-told account of a business manager
engaging in (and overcoming) typical and atypical problems
and challenges, I chose mostly to dwell on events that happened outside of a business context. Plainly speaking, this is
not a business book.
To state the obvious, there are numerous business books
advising one what to do and what not to do to be successful, and just as many suggesting how to turn dismal failure
into life-changing achievement, each highlighting the author’s
quixotic road to victory. Another of that ilk serves no one, especially me. Although I once authored such a book, I must admit I find most pretentious, repetitious, and boring—except
mine, of course.
What I tried to provide herein is what Paul Harvey titles
one of his radio segments as The Rest of the Story; the sometimes inane, off-the-wall consequential and inconsequential
things that just happened. These unplanned experiences are
not exclusive to me; they happen to every one of us in one form
or another. But we just consider them briefly, perhaps enjoy a
you-had-to-be-there chuckle, and return to normalcy.
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Foreword

Now, please do not misunderstand. I was very devoted
to my profession and focused on success for the enterprise and
myself. It wasn’t until later that, upon reflection, I discovered
the real “gold” in my life came from relationships with people
and memorable, serendipitous circumstances, not business.
Several of the incidents border on the good taste/bad
taste barrier, whatever that is, and I’ll do my best to warn you
in advance about such events so you may skip those chapters
if you desire. But also understand this was life simply unfolding, and as it did, I developed opinions and/or thoughts about
such incidents, and chose not to apply any filters as I recorded
them. I mean, c’mon, try as we might, we cannot edit life.
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Chapter 1

The Rookie
Did you ever have one of those jobs that started with joyful
anticipation, but after a year or so ended in disappointment?
It’s not an uncommon tale what with some poor souls claiming
a string of frustration that continued a lifetime. You know the
type: always bitching about their situation, that they’re smarter than everyone else (including the boss), and under appreciated. I may be more fortunate than most, but I had only one
such regret, and this is that story.
My first employment opportunity out of college turned
out to be that account, but that’s not to say it was a bad experience—just one of life’s lessons. It began on a positive note, with
an additional halo effect that usually accompanies a new event
is one’s life; that is, there was the excitement of beginning my
career in pleasant surroundings which included my anticipated a priori model of how my professional life would be shaped.
It was energizing and heady. The job required suit and tie and
was located at a downtown skyscraper amid big city bustling
energy and classy bistros. Lovely professional ladies scurried
about during lunch hour and hung out at nearby lounges af-
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ter work. A company car came with the job, because most of
the time I would be visiting clients in their factories and office
buildings. A nice beginning, wouldn’t you say?
Then there was a lovely young lady working her way
through college who lived in the apartment building next
door. As I stood out front one sunny Saturday afternoon, she
came strolling by eating a small bag of potato chips. I could
tell by her glance before she entered the building that she took
a fancy to me. More on that later, but for now, let me explain
how my journey into the world-of-work began.
Like most final semester college seniors I ventured into
the campus placement office and reviewed the roster of visiting prospective employers. Many of my classmates signed up
for a dozen or more interviews, but I opted for only three. I
preferred to attend graduate school, but my anemic bank account pretty much dictated that I find a job. Anyway, most employers paid for graduate school; it’s just that it would take
much longer.
Here’s another thing: I didn’t know what I wanted to be
when I grew up. I really didn’t. My major was mechanical engineering, which I selected because I thought it would open
doors to the most opportunities, especially those in manufacturing companies, which were booming with no end in sight.
At least, that’s what I told myself. With the benefit of hindsight,
I think I was just putting in time waiting for some great “aha”
moment. We, including parents, career guidance counselors,
and teachers, had a myopic worldview during the 50’s and
60’s. There was engineering, accounting, teaching, medicine,
and law—nothing else! The latter two took forever in the mind
of an immature eighteen-year-old, and the others seemed boring. I liked English and history. “Impractical,” said the adults
in my life. My math and science grades were good enough to
pursue engineering. They said, “Do that!” So I did.
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I showed up for the interviews immaculately groomed
and dressed including highly polished shoes. We were told
that nice shoes were the first thing looked for by those who
hired.
Years later as a senior executive, I was in Boston assisting my
sales director, at his request, as he interviewed candidates for a sales
manager position. One bright fellow had a combination of glibness,
background, and industry knowledge that, in my mind, made him
ideal for the job. I recommended my colleague hire him.
He looked at me aghast. “Are you kidding? Did you see that
guy’s shoes?”
The first interview was with a foundry division of a major automobile corporation. The interviewer introduced himself and offered me a hand to shake. It was a bit strange. He
tucked his right elbow into his waist as he extended his hand,
palm up, and sort of hunched over like a vulture. His grip was
soft and feminine. He offered me a seat at a small table while
he sat and squinted at my meager resume.
“I see you worked for Campbell’s,” he said.
“Yes sir. Summer job.”
“And just what did you do for Campbell’s?” He looked
up and smiled.
“I made V8.”
“Excuse me?”
I launched into the aspects of the job and what I did… a
sudden memory filled my mind as I droned on about the aspects of the job and my heroic endeavors.
There were these two hillbillies that would show up at my spice
mixing station near the end of my shift—second shift. When I was
busy, they liked to grab my knife, which I used to slit open one-hundred pound bags of salt, and throw it at the wooden ceiling about
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thirty feet above. When they succeeded, they laughed uproariously.
There were probably a dozen knives stuck above my head. These mental giants worked third shift, with an army of their ilk, cleaning the
whole damn place with high powered steam hoses.
One night, they failed to show up—much to my pleasure. I
found out two nights later one was dead and the other in jail. The
guy in jail thought it would be funny to goose his buddy with a steam
hose.
The interviewer listened patiently, but without much interest to my various summer job descriptions then launched
into a diatribe about cupolas and pig iron. Like him, I didn’t
have much interest, and it probably showed. He rose abruptly
and offered me his hand in the same strange manner. “Thanks
for coming in,” he said breezily. “We really prefer industrial
engineers.”
I wanted to ask why he wasted his time and mine, but
just thanked him instead.
The second interview, with a major manufacturer of data
processing machines, went about the same way. Like the automotive foundry, the likely career path seemed to offer mostly
engineering department drudgery with little opportunity to
escape. Later, I had to smile at my naïveté. I mean, what did
I expect? I studied engineering and those companies offered
engineering jobs.
However, the third meeting hit the spot. The company
had three regional offices, one on each coast and the third in
Chicago. They sought field engineers to visit with factories
and offer help designing, installing, and testing various types
of physical plant hydraulic systems—rather a combination
consulting and sales engineering occupation. A car and an expense account came with the job. Now that was more like it.
Upon graduation I was hired and assigned to Chicago.
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I took the train from my hometown to Chicago dressed
in suit and tie. People dressed to impress when they traveled
then. I remember it was a warm, sunny Sunday, and I left about
noon. The trip was lonely, but I still fantasized about what
was on the other end. The first thing I did after leaving my
hotel to find a restaurant was buy a pack of cigarettes, Lucky
Strikes. Professional people lit up, right? State Street was only
a few blocks away and there I found a lounge called The Rialto Crossroads. Professional people had cocktails before dinner, right? The place was crowded, surprising to me because
it was Sunday, but I found an empty stool and ordered a gin
and tonic.
I became aware of someone on my right slightly leaning
on me. I stole a furtive glance in the mirror behind the bar,
wanting to be cool, but ruined the effect by an immediate chindropping, open-mouthed, bugged-eyed double take. She was
a knockout, dressed provocatively, and smelled of a delightful
scent.
“Hi, my name’s Betty,” she said, touching my arm. It almost seemed like an electric shock.
I gulped. Why would someone like that talk to me? “Hhello,” I choked.
She smiled. “I’m a dancer,” she added. I imagine she was
thinking, “What a rube,” but I didn’t know about that type of
lady then. “You’re cute,” she said, fingering my hair.
I was scared shitless. “S-so are you,” I said haltingly and
immediately felt like an idiot. Why not just say uh-hyulk, I castigated myself.
“Buy me a drink?”
“Um, okay.”
She flagged down a knowing bartender. “Champagne
cocktail.” It arrived in warp speed.
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Champagne cocktail? My radar was immediately engaged. I smelled a rat. In fact, I looked around and spied six
or so other attractive girls at the bar, each with a champagne
cocktail leaning on a chump like me. I’d been had. She picked
up on it, and rearranged my hormones by suddenly kissing
me. Uh-oh, an instant chubby tried to shut down my alarm
system.
She picked up the cocktail and said, “Let’s go back to a
booth.”
“Duh, okay.” I knew better, but followed anyway.
She laid a couple more kisses on me, slurped down her
drink in two chugs, and made eye contact with someone behind me. Immediately, a matronly waitress arrived with a full
bottle of champagne.
Chubby disappeared. I rose and said, “Good-bye, Betty,”
and walked out the door, bracing for an imagined assault by
a bouncer. I was relieved to be outside, but felt like… well,
remember those old cartoons where this dumb ass turns into
a lollipop labeled “sucker” with a trombone wah-wah-wah in
the background? Like that!
I thought my assignment was Chicago, but I was only
there for a week of orientation, then sent off to Detroit. Detroit
was alive and vibrant, bursting with success and promise for
the future.
I had occasion to return to Detroit several years ago and was
shocked by what I saw. I stayed at the ultra-modern Renaissance
Center on the Detroit River, and traveled by People Mover to Greek
Town for dinner. The route took me through the heart of downtown
Detroit; through Grand Circus Park, Cadillac Square, and right past
Cadillac Tower, where I worked on the thirty-eighth floor. The place
was a literal ghost town, the buildings, cafes, department stores, and
hotels deserted. Trash blew through the streets, windows were bro-
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ken, and the gray pallor of death hung over the immense area that
was the Detroit I once knew.
The first day in the office I was assigned to a 37-year-old
veteran, Dick, who showed me the ropes. We spent most of
the first month at various GM, Ford, Chrysler, and Wyandot
Chemical factories. We reviewed piping diagrams for underground water systems, conducted acceptance tests for fixedpipe carbon dioxide fire retarding systems, and helped design
and test fire pump applications. I liked the work. We went to
someplace new almost everyday. Although most of our work
was in metropolitan Detroit, we also covered the eastern half
of Michigan. We worked almost exclusively with plant engineering departments, but always had access to the plant manager as well.
Once a week, usually Friday, Dick and I went to the Cadillac Tower office to be vetted, with the other field engineers,
about the week’s activity, and turn in our expense accounts.
Those were “free days” in that we didn’t do much work. The
whole office partook in long lunches at the Checker Bar &
Grill, featuring great hamburgers and cold beer. After hours,
we prowled the nearby lounges en masse looking for whatever
it is guys look for in those places. Sometimes one of us succeeded, but usually not me. I managed to collect a lot of phone
numbers for the weather, stock quotes, the time, and other
places interesting. The ladies were a lot smarter than us―one
of us anyway.
Enter Sylvia, my potato chip chomping neighbor. I returned to my apartment early one warm August day, and
parked at a rare open spot in front of the building. Usually, I
parked in the rear in an assigned slot. I emerged from the car
necktie loosened, carrying my suit coat over my shoulder a
la Frank Sinatra, a large roll of engineering drawings carried
casually in the other hand, and wearing my hardhat. I thought
I looked pretty cool. I guess Sylvia did too. She walked up to
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me with a forlorn young man in tow, looked me in the eye, and
stuck out her hand.
“Hi, I’m Sylvia, and this is my friend Richard.” He was
a short chap, poorly dressed, with unkempt hair and beard,
doing his best to look bohemian. She, on the other hand, was
quite attractive—willowy body, long, straight blond hair, and
pouty mouth.
I rearranged my burden, and shook their hands. “Gene,”
I said. Richard averted my eyes, and looked like he wanted to
disappear. “What’s the problem, Rich?” I asked.
“Oh, he’s an artist,” said Sylvia. “And having a bad
time.”
Rich said, “I gotta go,” and walked away, giving a halfhearted wave. I think he had designs on Sylvia, but didn’t want
to compete with me; me being so cool.
“What do you do?” Sylvia asked—actually more of a demand.
“I’m an engineer.”
She rolled her eyes and kind of smirked like I was some
kind of low life.
“Something wrong with being an engineer?” I said with
an amused twinkle. Man, I was Cary Grant cool.
“Engineers have little class; have no understanding or
appreciation of life. Most can’t even spell their own name,” she
stated like she really believed it.
“I got straight As in English,” I smiled, enjoying the moment. “And just what do you do?”
She gave me a smirky, but flirty smile. “I’m a student majoring in literature and journalism at Wayne State, but I work
part time as a waitress to pay tuition.”
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“Want to have dinner with a no-class, semi-literate, capitalistic oaf?” I gave her my best show-stopping grin.
She grinned back. “Love to. I have a great coffee house I
want to show you afterwards. You like folk music—Peter, Paul,
and Mary stuff?”
“Sure. Say, you look like Mary Travers.” Mr. Cool knew
what he was doing.
She smiled self-consciously and blushed. “Well, you do
have a casual sophistication about you. I think you’ll be all
right in spite of being an engineer.” She gave me a little wink.
Hot damn, casual sophistication, huh? We were off and
running.
Meanwhile, after thirteen months and now on my own,
the job was going along just fine until the Ford Rotunda, a
Detroit landmark, burned to the ground. I was the last person from our company in the building, having visited several
weeks before the disaster. I ran a test on their underground fire
protection network. Everything checked out.
The fire was caused by a welder on the roof, and someone from the construction crew turned off the water supply for
some reason. When I left the building, I noted in my report that
the eight post indicator valves that controlled flow of water to
the fire prevention system were all in the “open” position. I
even put a seal with my number on each. Fire investigators
noted that the seals were broken before the valves were closed.
I was off the hook.
I drove to Cadillac Tower on Friday and visited with my
boss, the engineer-in-charge, who reviewed my report countersigned by the Ford plant engineering manager. We were totally in the clear. The boss was still all sweaty-palmed nervous
sucking down one cigarette after another.
“What are you doing tomorrow?” he wondered.
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“Driving down to see my folks. They have a family event
planned; been planning it for six months.”
“I think you should stay here.”
“For what purpose?”
“Well, we have some executives flying in from Chicago,
and they may want to talk with you.”
“Fine, let’s call them up and I’ll talk with them now.”
The boss started squirming uncomfortably, wanting to
make political points. “I don’t think they’ll want to be bothered.”
“Have they read my report?”
“Oh, yeah! Of course!”
“So what’s to talk about? They’ll ask me if what I wrote is
true and I’ll say “yes” and remind them that the Ford exec in
charge of the Rotunda double-checked me and co-signed the
report.”
“I still think they’ll want to talk with you.”
“So have them call me.”
“In person.”
“Sorry, my family is more significant to me than some
kind of clusterfuck to make Chicago feel important. If it were
really important, I wouldn’t think twice, but this—this is just
pure bullshit. You know I’m right.”
“Yeah, I do, but I still think you should be here just in
case. If you’re not, you could be making a career decision.” He
looked at me knowingly.
“So be it.” I was not trying to be a smart ass, but had an
itch to head for California and learn to surf anyway. I drove to
see my parents.
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The Chicago executives did come, and did want to talk
with me, and did feel insulted, but I never got hammered for
my political faux pas, only exposed to some half-hearted whining by my boss. That was my first exposure to the political
world of business—actually a very human condition. We seem
to be hard-wired to place politics above principles mostly out
of fear that we will be “put out of the synagogue” or declared
persona non grata. Keep in mind that I was immature and had
unrealistic expectations based on youthful idealism. Sylvia
was right; I didn’t understand the world. I also submitted a letter of resignation. I decided that the surf was calling.
My boss called me in for a talk. “I don’t want to accept
this. I’d like you to fly to Chicago and talk to Maurice.” Maurice, who everyone in the company pronounced “Morris,” was
his boss. “Well my mind is pretty much made up, but I’ll be
glad to talk.” I figured what the hell, it’s another new experience.
When I parked in the lot at Detroit Metro, a few snowflakes started falling—very few, more of a spitting. The flight
was a short twenty minutes. I grabbed a cab at O’Hare and
made it to the office in time for lunch.
Maurice acted like he was really glad to see me, like a
long lost brother. He warmly reviewed my job performance,
not sparing any superlatives. He didn’t say anything about
my standing up his Chicago management buddies. We went
to lunch, a very pleasant and casual affair, and talked about
families, sports, politics—you name it. When we went back to
the office, he offered me a substantial raise to think it over. I
promised I would.
I boarded the flight to Detroit about three o’clock and
settled back for the short flight. As we approached Metro, the
captain made an announcement.
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“Well, folks, we’re here, but I need about a mile and a half
visibility to land. As you can see, it’s snowing out there, and
we only have about a half mile. So, we’ll circle awhile and see
if conditions improve.”
The plane was filled with murmurs of discontent. After
another forty minutes of circling, the captain made another announcement.
“Well, folks, our visibility has not improved, and due to a
low fuel condition, we’re returning to Chicago.”
The murmuring changed to loud bitching and swearing.
Rats, I had a date with Sylvia and no way to contact her until
we were back on the ground. However, I felt comfortable that
the weather being what is was she’d figure it out.
O’Hare was total chaos. The snow storm was intense and
covered an area from the Great Lakes to the Eastern Seaboard.
Planes flying from the east to Cleveland, Pittsburgh, and Detroit were told to continue to Chicago. Of course, all planes that
left Chicago for those destinations were instructed to return to
O’Hare. Low fuel or not, we had to get into a landing queue,
which burned another forty minutes, and on the ground there
were not enough gates to handle the incoming hoard, so we sat
on the tarmac for another three hours. Tempers were running
hot. You could almost feel an urge to kill radiating from some
of the passengers.
Finally, we were off the plane and gathered around an
airlines representative. I called Sylvia, and received a neutral, “Yeah, whatever…” We were herded into a waiting bus,
dropped at a nearby hotel, and fed. I fell asleep easily. At seven
the next morning the phone rang, jogging me out of a deep
sleep.
An emotionless voice said, “Be in the lobby in thirty minutes. The bus will leave for the airport whether or not you are
on board.”
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About twelve inches of snow was on the ground, and
the temperature was bone-chilling. After a ride of about thirty
minutes we arrived back at O’Hare. The airline rep told us to
wait while he went inside and checked flight status. We sat
there awhile—how long I’m not sure because I fell asleep. The
motion of the bus woke me. I asked the guy next to me what
was going on. Guy said he didn’t know. After exiting O’Hare,
the rep got on the microphone.
“All flights from O’Hare to Detroit have been cancelled
until tomorrow. The condition there is worse than here. So, we
are now proceeding to the train station where we have booked
you on the ten o’clock train to Detroit.”
“Hey, what about our cars?” This comment was from a
ruddy fellow near the front. “I’m parked at Metro.”
The bus erupted with “yeahs” and “me toos.”
The rep said very calmly, “You’ll have to figure that out
on your own.”
The cacophony increased several levels with phrases like,
“Son of a bitch!” and, “This is bullshit!” The rep merely sat
down—end of discussion. I felt a bit sorry for him; I mean,
what could he do?
After about ten minutes, the rep stood again and clicked
on the audio system. We all immediately looked up expectedly.
“Folks, there is one more thing. When you get to Detroit
Metro an airline representative will be expecting you. You will
receive a refund for the Chicago–Detroit portion of your tickets.”
There was some muted cheering accompanied by some,
“Well, hell yeah!” and, “I would hope so!” comments.
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The train was not crowded, which allowed us to move
freely about, plus there was a bar and dining car. Once we
boarded, people started to relax. The psychological process of
“acceptance” settled in, which had a calming factor. For me, it
had the promise of another new adventure. We were scheduled to arrive in Detroit sometime between five and six in the
evening. I considered taking the city bus from the train depot
to my apartment; worry about getting my car the day after. But
that’s just me. I’m always trying to figure out alternative strategies while still on the move. Another option occurred to me
that I liked even better. Detroit Metropolitan Airport is halfway between downtown Detroit and Ann Arbor. Why waste
time traveling all the way to Detroit when I could jump off in
Ann Arbor and take a taxi to Metro?
I grabbed a seat in the bar car and was joined by a roadwarrior sales type guy probably in his late forties. We looked
like a couple of derelicts; rumpled suits, unshaven, ties askew…
actually, all the guys looked like that. The few women that
were on our flight all looked surprisingly fresh. You know, one
of my earliest adult observations was that ladies have some
kind of magical way of pulling that off that we men will never
understand.
“What’re you drinkin’, son?” said the sales guy, whose
name was Miles. He was one of those annoying guys who add
“hah-hah-hah” at the end of every sentence.
“Gin and tonic.”
“Oh man, that’s a ladies’ drink; have something with
more balls.” Miles nudged me with his elbow and grinned. He
looked around and hah-hah-hah chuckled knowingly to those
within earshot, like he was teaching some greenhorn a lesson.
“Like what?”
“Bourbon, son. A man drinks bourbon.”
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“You buyin’?” The others around us were listening in,
so I thought I’d put it back on him—let him play the big man.
Besides, food and drink prices on trains were about three
times the normal rate. Rail dining cars and bars were famous
as gougers.
Miles looked around, and with a nervous little grin said,
a bit too loudly, “Damn straight! (hah-hah-hah)” He elbowed
me again, and winked. “Stick with me, son, and I’ll have you
farting through silk!” He laughed loudly at his joke, but the
others only smiled to be polite.
I was still trying to recoup my losses from the Rialto
Crossroads, so I looked around, and said, “Well, if we’re going
to be real men, shouldn’t we have a beer to chase the bourbon?”
He looked at me with a forced smile. He knew he’d been
had. “Sure, sure, son.” And he clapped me on the back a little
too hard.
tab?”

When we were finished I said, “Same again on your

“Nope, nope. Got some work to do.” He slumped off his
stool and departed. His hah-hah-hah was somewhat forlorn.
“See you later (hah-hah-hah),” I called after him. No response.
When the train arrived in Ann Arbor about half of us decided to detrain and grab a cab for Metro. The snow was up to
our knees. Six of us shared a ride that took close to an hour and
a half for a normal fifteen minute ride because of road and traffic conditions. The trip was crowded and definitely uncomfortable, made more so because several decided to smoke as well.
Finally we arrived and staggered out, relieved to be free
of each other. Inside the terminal, chaos abounded. People were
everywhere, and the noise was incredible. There were several
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kiosks set up with beleaguered airline representatives processing tickets. We got in line for one of them and waited. By this
time we were resigned to our fate. The fight had been sapped
out of us. Another hour and a half and I was finally in the parking lot looking for my car. I noticed the aisles had been shoveled free of snow, but the cars were entombed. As I arrived at
my car I was fortunate in that several Metro maintenance men
with shovels were helping free nearby automobiles. They even
had an extra shovel so I pitched in as well.
Finally in my car, I tried to start the engine. It wouldn’t
turn over, a victim of the cold. I was fortunate again. The maintenance crews anticipated the problem, and were able to give
me a jump.
I left Metro and entered the Expressway into the absolute worst traffic jam I have ever experienced. I didn’t arrive at
my apartment until just before midnight, which was over four
hours later.
Most of my life has been spent in Los Angeles, and I also lived
in Houston eleven years. This means I am very familiar with traffic
jams and tie-ups that occur on a daily basis, not that one ever gets
used to it. The continual and unrelenting stop-and-go nature is so
bad that a new car requires a brake job after only one year of service.
That evening in Detroit produced the mother of them all.
I caught a glimpse of myself in a mirror just inside the
door of my apartment. I looked like a bum; smelled like one
too. I considered going to see Sylvia for comfort and physical
relief, but that would mean a shower and I was too exhausted.
I decided to hit the sack dirty, smelly, and with a bad case of
yuck mouth. I slept through most of the next day, Sunday.
Monday morning I was completely refreshed, the streets
had been cleared, and I drove to Cadillac Tower down the John
Lodge Expressway for the almost the last time, singing with
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the radio. The song was “California Girls” by the Beach Boys.
Perfect! I felt alive and free; really free.
The elevator doors opened for the thirty-eighth floor and
deposited ten of us, three of whom were fellow employees,
one an attractive young lady, Beth, who worked in our office.
I always wanted to date her, but was too shy to ask. We knew
each other only to nod “hello.” I tried to make eye contact as
we left the elevator, but she ignored me—again!
The office denizens looked at me strangely, not used to
seeing me except on Friday. I smiled and winked at those who
looked at me directly. I knew something they didn’t.
Jim, the engineer-in-charge, saw me and beckoned me
into his office. That’s why I was there after all. He lit up a cigarette. “Coffee?” he asked, then called for Beth.
“No thanks.” Beth appeared at the door. She still didn’t
look at me. To her I was invisible.
“Yes, Jim?” Her voice had a musical tone.
“Would you bring me a coffee, please?” he said, then
looked at me, and for the first time that morning so did Beth,
but she did so with a detached sense of duty. “Sure you won’t
have something?”
I smiled, shook my head, and winked at Beth who gave
the tiniest gasp, lips parting ever so slightly. “Thanks, but no,”
I said still making eye contact with Beth.
She blushed and left. Jim was oblivious to the whole dynamic.
“Well, I understand you had a nice visit with Maurice,”
he began benevolently.
“Yes, it was quite nice.” Beth brought the coffee trying
not to look at me, but I caught her giving me a bit of a sideways
glance—just enough to be encouraging.
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Jim sipped his coffee, took a drag on his cigarette, and sat
back blowing smoke at the ceiling. “How was the rest of the
trip?”
Was he kidding? Had he not watched weather reports on
television? Had he not heard the nonstop patter on the radio of
airports closed all over the Midwest?
“Terrible; the worst trip in the entire human history of
trips,” I said easily, then leaned forward and gave him the details. I ended the narrative with, “Maurice and all of you have
been great, and I’ve enjoyed working for you, but my resignation at the end of the year stands. Thanks for all you’ve taught
me. Besides after that Rotunda business… well, you know.
Sooner or later it’ll come back to bite me in the ass.”
“Nah, memories are short.” He stabbed out his cigarette.
“I also think the journey back from Chicago was an omen;
time for me to get out of Dodge.”
“You know, that doesn’t make a whole hell of a lot of
sense, but I understand.” He lit up another smoke. “What are
you going to do?”
“I’m moving to California.”
He gave me this abbreviated snort, the “you stupid kid”
kind. “You have a job?”
“Not yet, but I wrote to Carnation in L.A. about an opening in their plant engineering department. I have an interview
with them as soon as I get there.”
He sighed. “Well, fine. You’ll still be here for our office
Christmas party this Friday; we’ll have a drink together then,
okay?”
“Sure, and thanks again, Jim.” I rose and we shook
hands.
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On the way out, I walked by Beth’s desk, gave her a smile,
and casually said, “See you.”
This time she smiled back. I cursed myself for waiting so
long. Now it was too late. Once outside, I laughed to myself,
relieved at the sense of closure I felt along with the electric excitement of an anticipated new beginning in California.
The office party was one hell of a lot of fun. They always
were back in the day when booze and sex flowed freely without the interference of tort lawyers always looking for someone to sue. I received congratulations from almost everyone
about my plans to move west. During the preceding week I
made plans to drive there with a friend two days after Christmas. I was into my third cocktail when a well endowed fortysomething lady—today we call them cougars—pulled me into
the lavish corner office and closed the door. Her ample cleavage pinned me to the nearest wall. I enjoyed the sensation, but
hadn’t consumed enough on liquor to feel at ease. I was a bit
frightened.
“You know whose office this is?” purred the cougar.
“Yeah, it’s Andy’s, the big guy; the manager-in-charge,”
I said losing myself in her eyes while smelling liquor on her
breath mixed with an exotic perfume.
“Right,” she smiled, kissing me. “It’s my husband’s.”
She stuck her thigh between my legs. “What if he comes
in?” I gasped.
“Don’t worry; he won’t be here for another hour.” She
started massaging and kissing me.
I was getting braver by the minute, but I didn’t want
to cuckold Andy, him being such a nice guy, and anyway
there’s the “guy rule” about not screwing your friends’ girls.
Of course, Andy really wasn’t my friend‥‥ Maybe being your
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boss’s boss doesn’t count, I thought, looking for a loophole.
“What if someone comes in?”
“You worry too much, little man. The lights are off and
the door is locked. We are quite alone. Nobody’s going to save
you.” She shoved me down on the couch.
I’m pretty sure I got raped, but must admit it was a wonderful experience, and one I relived for years. Thirty minutes
later I was out with the rest of the cheerful crowd absolutely
full of euphoria. I spotted Beth with some of the other girls
and decided to go chat her up. I was bubbling with confidence,
partly from the booze and partly from getting laid.
She grinned broadly as I approached. “Hi,” she said. “I
thought you were never going to talk to me. Where have you
been?”
“Oh, just out by the elevator talking to some of the
guys.”
“I heard you’re leaving next week.”
I nodded. “Yeah, going to head west.”
“So why haven’t you tried to date me?”
I couldn’t tell her I was frightened so I told her a halftruth. “You never seemed interested; never even looked at me.
I didn’t think you even knew I existed, but to save my ego I
told myself you had a boyfriend.”
She laughed. “Oh, my God!” Then she took my hand, noticing that I was taken aback by her reaction. “Wanna take me
home?”
Why, oh why did I wait so long? Beth was terrific, but
now it was too late. On the other hand, it was a good thing. I
may have never left.
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